
Programme 

1. Welcome, round of introductions (5 min)


2. Women in Astronomy and the IAU: Silvia Torres-Peimbert (15 min)


3. Women in Astronomy activities in India: PK, Sushan Konar (15 min)


4. Discussion (30 min)
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Guiding Principles 

● Gender equity will have been attained when the percentage of 
women in the next level of advancement equals the percentage in the 
pool. 

● Long-term change requires periodic evaluation of progress and 
consequent action to address areas where improvement is necessary.  

● (Motivated by the Pasadena Recommendations for Gender Equity in 
Astronomy 2005)



POOL (PhDs) ~40%
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This and the next slide are borrowed from talk on AAS Committee on the Status of  
Women in Astronomy (CSWA) webpage - http://www.aas.org/cswa/





For Today

1.Experiences to share with IAU EC. 

2.Data: Need astronomers who can gather gender 
statistics from their Institutes and Universities. 

4.More Data: Need astronomers to contribute to articles 
about their experiences/suggestions etc., which we can 
include on the WGGE page.



Sunita Nair’s suggestions

1.Networking among women scientists: Mentoring, advice on work-life balance, 
professionalism, tips on two-body employment issues (a "how-to" guide). One of the 
early problems that we encountered as youngsters should have gone away by now: 
the earliest entrants (our seniors) possibly blinded themselves to many issues and 
so just couldn't 'see' what we were facing, and consequently could not advise us. 

3.'Managing' science careers: People in an organization ought be seen as potential 
resources to be encouraged rather than as irritants to be restricted, and if, for 
example, a career seems headed off-track, there needs to be early, helpful and 
supportive intervention by seniors/mentors. Instead of building exclusive networks 
within an organization, it should adopt the principle of building inclusive networks.

5.There does need to be a healthy dialogue between men and women on various 
issues: professionalism, work-life balance, ethics, harassment, perceptions and 
biases, networking, healthy competitiveness. A forum that permits this could be an 
online one, where (sensibly moderated) views and counterviews can be aired.


